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Abstract: We developed and applied rapid scanning laser-emission microscopy (LEM) to
detect abnormal changes in cell nuclei for early diagnosis of cancer and cancer precursors.
Regulation of chromatins is essential for genetic development and normal cell functions,
while abnormal nuclear changes may lead to many diseases, in particular, cancer. The
capability to detect abnormal changes in “apparently normal” tissues at a stage earlier than
tumor development is critical for cancer prevention. Here we report using LEM to analyze
colonic tissues from mice at-risk for colon cancer (induced by a high-fat diet) by detecting
pre-polyp nuclear abnormality. By imaging the lasing emissions from chromatins, we
discovered that, despite the absence of observable lesions, polyps, or tumors under
stereoscope, high-fat mice exhibited significantly lower lasing thresholds than low-fat mice.
The low lasing threshold is, in fact, very similar to that of adenomas and is caused by
abnormal cell proliferation and chromatin deregulation that can potentially lead to cancer.
Our findings suggest that conventional detection methods, such as colonoscopy followed by
histopathology, by itself, may be insufficient to reveal hidden or early tumors under
development. We envision that this innovative work will provide new insights into LEM and
support existing tools for early tumor detection in clinical diagnosis, and fundamental
biological and biomedical research of chromatin changes at the biomolecular level of cancer
development.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Laser-emission microscopy (LEM) is an emerging imaging technology for biomedical
research and medical diagnosis [1–4]. In LEM, a piece of tissue (either frozen or formalinfixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)) stained with dyes is sandwiched between two mirrors that
form a laser cavity. External excitation is scanned over the tissue and the laser emission from
the staining dyes is detected and used to analyze tissues. Fundamentally different from
fluorescence, laser emission has threshold behavior, narrow spectral linewidth, and strong
intensity [5–13], leading to ultrasensitive detection, superior image contrast [2,14], and high
spectral/spatial resolution [14,15]. To date, LEM has been applied to various types of human
normal and cancerous tissues, including lung, breast, colon, and stomach [2,3]. The
corresponding imaging protocol has also been developed and shown to be highly compatible
with the sample preparation and staining routines in pathological laboratories [3]. Through
extensive research, we have found that cancer tissues (or cells) have a much lower lasing
threshold than normal tissues (or cells) when their nuclei are stained with dyes (such as
YOPRO), which is attributed to the higher gain in the nucleus-staining dyes in the cancer
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cells that are more active and undergo higher cell proliferation and chromatin condensation
[2,3]. This phenomenon can be exploited to differentiate cancer and normal tissues with a
high sensitivity and specificity. Indeed, in our recent work using Stage I/II human lung cancer
tissues, an area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve of 0.998 was
achieved [2]. However, in reality cancer or cancer precursors may already be in progress at
the biomolecular level (e.g., at the DNA level), much earlier than the structural and
morphological changes (such as appearance of colonic polyps or tumors) that are usually
detected by traditional microscopy. Therefore, given the unique LEM’s capability to detect
cellular (chromatin) deregulations, we hypothesize that LEM may be able to pick up the
signatures of cancer or cancer precursors at an earlier stage, which is critical for cancer
treatment and prevention.
Among all cancer types, colorectal cancer is one of the most common cancers [16] and top
third leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide with estimated 51,000 deaths in 2018
in the United States. Although overall incidence of colorectal cancer is decreasing in older
adults, the incidence has been increasing in the United States among adults younger than 55
years old with the increase confined to white men and women and most rapid for metastatic
disease [17]. For people at risk for colorectal cancer, colonoscopy screening is usually
performed to examine the presence of polyps (precursors for colon cancer) or cancerous
lesion. These screening colonoscopies may turn out to be negative when there are either flat
or depressed lesions or very small lesions that may not be detected without using any dye
during the scoping. Some other precancerous lesions that are difficult to resect, such as sessile
serrated polyps [18], also add to this list and cause increased colonic tumorigenesis.
Improving prevention surveillance strategies that can improve detection will be a hallmark of
lowering precancerous lesions. The adenoma detection rate is one of the most important
features that can be improved to decrease the future development of colon cancer [19].
However, it is known that precancerous changes may be in progress even when a patient is
only of 20-30 years of age, well before the appearance of polyps [20–23]. Thus the capability
to detect abnormal changes in normal colon tissues at a stage earlier than polyps is extremely
important for colon cancer prevention and treatment. Precancerous polyps tend to grow
slowly, but some fastest growing polyps or cancers may double in size in 5-6 months [22,24].
Therefore, there is an unmet need to introduce newer technologies which can complement
current strategies being used to improve the detection rates. This relatively inexpensive LEM
technology, tested here and once warranted, may supplement the current screening methods –
colonoscopy followed by histopathological assessment, by confirming and/or enhancing the
original findings.
As the first step towards early detection of colon cancer or cancer precursor, in this work
we used colonic samples from C57BL/6 mice at risk for colon cancer to test the LEM’s
capability in detecting nuclear abnormality. The purpose of this work was to detect any
nuclear abnormalities in the colon of a mouse model to validate LEM technology before
testing it in human samples. These C57BL/6 mice were well characterized in a previously
completed study to understand the risk for colon cancer due to lifelong intake of the high-fat
Western style diet (HFWD) [25]. AIN-76A was used as low-fat control diet. In that study, a
total of 40 C57BL/6 mice (20 males and 20 females) were maintained for 15 months on either
the high-fat or low-fat diets (high-fat: 10 males and 10 females; low-fat: 10 males and 10
females. See Fig. 1(a)). They were euthanized at the end of the 15-month period and the
histological sections of colons were evaluated and characterized microscopically by a
pathologist. Published data has shown that the mice (and particularly the female mice) fed
with a high-fat diet have a higher incidence of colon polyps (adenomas) than those fed with a
low-fat diet (20% incidence in the high-fat mice - all female vs. 0% incidence in the low-fat
mice) [25]. A follow-up time course study with a study duration of 18 months demonstrated
that even the low-fat mice developed polyps, 36% as compared to 47% in the high-fat group
after 18 months of dietary intervention [26]. Additionally, 16% of these precursor lesions
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turned out to be
b invasive ad
denocarcinomass when charactterized histologgically. The m
majority of
these mice wh
ho developed polyps
p
were alsso females, reggardless of their diet. Therefoore, those
40 mice from
m the 15-month
h study can seerve as an exccellent at-risk m
model to test the LEM
capability in detecting
d
nucleear changes priior to polyp forrmation.

Fig. 1.
1 Conceptual illusstrations of the ex
xperimental designn and setup. a, Expperimental animall
modell used in this worrk. We focused on
o the precursor oof very early stagge development off
adeno
omas by using mou
use colon tissues as
a a model system
m. Formalin fixed pparaffin-embeddedd
(FFPE
E) tissues from 50 mice were exam
mined, including 10 1-month micee (5 males and 5
females), 40 15-month
h mice (20 males and 20 females with low-fat andd high-fat dietaryy
treatm
ment). b, Conceptual illustration of a large-scale rapid sscanning laser-em
mission microscopyy
(LEM
M) for studying can
ncer precursors, in which an FFPE tiissue is sandwicheed within a high-Q
Q
Fabry
y-Pérot (FP) cavity
y. Tissue thicknesss for all samples uused in LEM was 10 μm. Excitationn
wavellength = 473 nm. Details
D
can be fou
und in Fig. 2. The left panel shows that no significantt
morph
hological differencce is observed in th
he H&E images beetween a low-fat ccolon tissue and ann
“appaarently normal” high-fat colon tissu
ue. The right paneel shows that signiificant differencess
can bee seen in the LEM
M images (and otheer lasing characteriistics) between thee same two tissuess
in the left panel. For ex
xample, the high-faat tissue has a low
wer lasing thresholdd, and more lasingg
a stronger lasin
ng emission under the same externaal excitation than tthe low-fat tissue.
cells and
Thosee differences refflect the abnorm
mal cell proliferaation and chrom
matin deregulationn
(condensation) in the high-fat
h
colon tisssue, despite the ab
absence of abnorm
mal morphologicall
chang
ges in the H&E imaage.

Here we employed
e
LEM
M to re-analyzee the FFPE collonic tissues frrom the aforem
mentioned
high-fat and low-fat 15-mon
nth mouse mod
del. We found, surprisingly, tthat despite thee absence
mice, and
of observablee lesions, polyyps, or tumorrs under stereeoscope, the hhigh-fat fed m
particularly, the high-fat fed
f female miice, exhibited significantly low lasing thhresholds
d counterpartss, indicative off the chromatinn deregulationn in those
compared to the low-fat fed
n
high-ffat fed mouse colon tissuess. This findingg agrees well with the
“apparently normal”
results from our
o previous pu
ublished studiees [25,26] as w
well as the gennerally acceptedd opinion
regarding dieet-induced or obesity-related
d colon canceer incidence [227–29]. Thereefore, our
study may help detect earrly changes in
n nuclei and aassist in betteer understandinng at the
biomolecular level regarding
g how colon caancer evolves. In addition, byy working togeether with
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the conventional pathological methods and tools (e.g., H&E and IHC), we envision that LEM
may provide a new paradigm for earlier diagnosis of cancers and cancer precursors.
2. Experimental setup and materials
2.1. Mouse model
In this study, 50 mouse colon FFPE tissue samples were used, including 10 1-month mice (5
males, M1-M5, and 5 females, F1-F5) as baseline with no dietary intervention and 40 mice
after 15 months of dietary intervention (20 males and 20 females). The design of animal
experiment model is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Specifically, the 20 15-month males (labeled as
L1 - L10 for low-fat and H1 - H10 for high-fat diet mice) and 20 15-month females (labeled
as L11 - L20 for low-fat and H11 - H20 for high-fat diet mice) were used in a previously
published paper focused on the dietary effort on colon cancer prevention [25].
The complete details regarding the mouse model and dietary interventions can be found in
Ref [25]. Briefly, all the 50 inbred C57BL/6 mice were obtained from Charles River, Portage,
MI at 3 weeks of age. The animals were started within 1 week of arrival on either a standard
low-fat rodent chow diet (AIN-76A) to serve as a control or an HFWD. HFWD was prepared
according to the formulation of the Newmark stress diet and contained 20 g% fat from corn
oil as compared to 5 g% in AIN-76A. The animals were euthanized at the respective timepoints (1-month or 15-month) and were autopsied. Visible raised polyps were found in 4
(H11, H14, H17, and H20) out of the 20 mice at 15 months in the HFWD group. These
polyps were detected grossly and verified by stereoscopic dissecting microscope. After the
removal of the polyps, the colon tissues from those 50 mice were processed into FFPE blocks,
part of which were subsequently stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and examined at
the light microscopic level by a board-certified veterinary pathologist. The remaining
unstained FFPE tissues were used in the current work (see the next section for tissue
preparation for LEM).
As an additional control, FFPE samples (Ad1 to Ad5) of carcinogen-induced colon
adenomatous tissue were employed. These 3 months old male mice were injected
intraperitoneally with the carcinogen, azoxymethane (10 mg/kg), followed by three cycles of
a 5-day course of 2% dextran sulfate sodium separated by 16 days of regular water, which
induced the formation of adenomas [30]. For this experiment, mice were on a regular diet
(LabDiet 5001). All of the original studies involving mice were reviewed and approved by the
Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee at the University of Michigan (Approval#:
PRO00006534).
2.2. Materials and tissue preparation
For the current studies involving LEM, all FFPE tissue blocks were sliced into 10 μm thick
sections by using a microtome (Thermo Fisher #HM355S). The selected tissue section was
picked up, rinsed in 45 °C warm water-bath, and then placed on the top of a poly-L–lysine
(Sigma-Aldrich #P8920) coated dielectric mirror, which was first cleaned and rinsed with
lysine for better tissue adhesion. The tissues were then soaked in Xylene for 5 minutes to
clean off the paraffin and wax materials. Then the tissues were soaked in different
concentrations of ethanol, from 100%, 95%, 75%, to 50%, each for 2 minutes. Next, the
tissues were soaked and rinsed with PBS (phosphate buffered solution, ThermoFisher #
10010023), and air dried before staining (see staining/labeling details in the next section).
Finally, the tissues were covered by the top mirror (with a spacer fabricated on top of it [3]).
Refractive index matching immersion oil (n = 1.42) (Thermofisher #S36937) was applied to
fill the gap between the tissue and the top mirror (see details in Ref [3].). For each tissue,
approximately 10 cells within the colon tissue were randomly selected and measured.
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2.3. Staining
g and labeling
g
For nucleic accid labeling, YO-PRO-1
Y
Iod
dide solution (Y
YOPRO, Therm
moFisher #Y3603) was
dissolved in PBS
P to form a concentration
c
of
o 0.1 mM. Thhe prepared YO
OPRO solution was then
applied to th
he tissue sectio
ons for 10 miinutes and rin sed with PBS
S solution twicce before
measurementss.
For IHC staining,
s
the tisssue was fixed
d on a superfroost glass slide (ThermoScienttific #15188-48) and followed by similar
s
processs for tissue clleaning as desscribed in the previous
ohistochemistryy was conductted using an aautomated
section. Afterr antibody titraation, immuno
system (Biocare Intellipath FLX) that en
nables increaseed throughput and reproduciibility. In
particular, alll the tissues were
w
incubated
d with 200 µL
L of diluted pprimary antiboody (antimouse-Ki-67 antibody (Abccam #16667)) for
f 8 hours at 4 °C. After inccubation, the tiissue was
BS, followed by
b staining witth HRP conjuggated secondarry antibody. Thhen DAB
rinsed with PB
substrate solu
ution was appliied to the tissu
ue to reveal thee color of the aantibody stainiing. After
rinsing, the tissue
t
was deehydrated thro
ough pure alc ohol, then moounted with m
mounting
medium, and finally covered
d with a coversslip.
2.4. Fabry-P
Pérot (FP) cav
vity and space
er fabrication
The FP cavity
y was formed by two customized dielectrric mirrors (Evvaporated Coaating Inc.,
Willow Grovee, PA, USA), which
w
had a hiigh reflectivityy in the spectraal range of 5000-580 nm
to provide opttical feedback and high transsmission arounnd 473 nm for eexcitation. Thee Q-factor
of the FP cav
vity was on th
he order of 10
04 at a cavity length of 15 μm (in the abbsence of
tissues). To ensure
e
cavity length and systtem robustnesss, spacers werre fabricated oon the top
mirror with a negative phottoresist SU-8 on
o the surface oof the top mirrrors using stanndard soft
T mirrors were first cleaneed by solvent uultrasonicationn (sonicated inn acetone,
lithography. The
ethanol, and de-ionized waater sequentiallly) and oxygenn plasma treattment. Then, thhey were
1 minutes rig
ght before a 1 5 μm thick SU
U-8 2010 (MiicroChem
dehydrated att 150 °C for 15
Corp., USA) layer was spin
n-coated on to
op. After soft-bbaking the SU
U-8-coated mirrrors for 1
utes at 95 °C, a contact lithoography tool K
Karl Suss MA 45S was
minute at 65 °C and 4 minu
xpose the mirrrors through a mask
m
with the bar-liked spaccer design. Thee exposed
used to UV ex
mirrors were subsequently subjected
s
to po
ost-exposure baaking at 65 °C for 1 minute aand 95 °C
y 4 minutes off development . After rinsingg and drying, the SU-8
for 5 minutess, followed by
spacer on top of the mirror could
c
be clearly
y seen by nakeed eyes. The sppacers were furrther hard
baked at 150 °C for 10 min
nutes and treatted with oxygeen plasma to iimprove hydroophilicity.
und in Fig. 2.
Details of spaacers can be fou

Fig. 2.
2 (Left panel) Optiical setup of the laaser emission micrroscopy, in which the laser emissionn
is colllected from the FP
P cavity. (Middle panel)
p
The FP cavvity is formed by a bottom mirror onn
which
h a colon tissue seection (10 μm in thickness)
t
is placeed and a top mirroor on which SU-88
spacerrs (height: 15 µm
m) are microfabricated. The spacer
er height determinnes the FP cavityy
length
h. (Right panel) Illu
ustration of the top
p mirror with spaccers.
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2.5. Optical imaging system setup
The confocal fluorescence microscopic images in Fig. 4(e) of colon cells were taken by using
Nikon A1 Spectral Confocal Microscope with an excitation of 488 nm laser source. The
bright field IHC and H&E images were taken by a high-throughput digital slide scanner
(Leica Aperio AT2). Quantitative morphometric analysis of digitized slides was performed
using freely available software (Leica Aperio) using nuclear algorithm version 9.
The laser-emission images and its corresponding bright field images were captured by
using a CCD (Thorlabs #DCU223C) mounted directly on top of the objective in our
experimental setup (see Figs. 1(b) and 2). A typical confocal setup was used to excite the
sample and collect emission light from the FP cavity. In this work, a pulsed Optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) laser (pulse width: 5 ns, repetition rate: 20 Hz) at 473 nm was
used as the excitation source to excite the stained tissues with a laser beam size of 30 μm in
diameter. The pump intensity was adjusted by a continuously variable neutral density filter,
normally in the range of 10 - 200 μJ/mm2. The emission light was collected through the same
lens and sent to a spectrometer (Horiba iHR550, spectral resolution ~0.2 nm) for analysis. See
Fig. 2 for the optical system.
The high-speed scanning laser-emission images were collected through the same optical
setup, in which the images were taken by the CCD (20 fps, Thorlabs #DCU223C) mounted
on top of the objective (NA 0.42, 20X). A high repetition rate (600 Hz) pulsed laser at 473
nm was used to pump the tissue. The raster scanning stage was home-built using two linear
actuators with electric controllers (Newport #CONEX TRA25CC) and controlled by
LabVIEW. The high-speed scanning was conducted by a continuous linear scanning method
with a step size of 10 μm. For a 1 mm x 1 mm area, only 200 seconds are required to form an
LEM image. Currently, the largest mapping area is approximately 3 mm x 3 mm.
2.6. Statistical evaluation
All sample comparisons are performed using a two-sample t-test and only p-values smaller
than 0.01 are regarded as significant. The values in the box plots are medians (not means),
which are generated by using Origin 2018 version.
3. Results
In this study, 50 normal colon tissues (Fig. 1(a)) labeled with nucleic acid probe (YOPRO)
were sandwiched in an FP microcavity while a high-repetition rate excitation laser was
scanned to build a rapid-scanning LEM for large area diagnosis, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Here “normal tissues” are referred to those with no detectable polyps or tumors by using
stereomicroscope. Based on conventional microscopy (H&E), the morphology of cell nuclei
remains similar among all low-fat and high-fat normal colon tissues (left panel in Fig. 1(b)).
However, laser emissions from the “apparently normal” cells/tissues may turn out to be
significantly different between high-fat and low-fat dietary treatment, owing to chromatin
deregulations and altered DNA concentrations (right panel in Fig. 1(b)). The role of such
chromatin related abnormalities in cancer progression has also been demonstrated in the past
using several methods [31–33].
As the baseline, we first investigated the lasing thresholds of normal colon tissues
extracted from 10 individual new-born mice (1-month mice, 5 males and 5 females) without
any dietary treatment (i.e., low-fat diet). The lasing spectra under various pump energy
densities are given in Fig. 3(a), showing highly stable lasing peak positions due to the spacer
used in the cavity that fixes the cavity length [3]. The spectrally integrated laser output as a
function of pump energy density extracted from the laser spectra is plotted in Fig. 3(b) and
the lasing threshold of 11 μJ/mm2 is obtained. Figure 3(c) further compares the lasing
threshold for the individual ten mice. For each mouse, 10 cells were selected randomly from
the epithelial part of the colon tissue along the colon crypt. Obviously, the lasing thresholds
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for all the samples are reelatively low, mostly below
w 40 μJ/mm2, due to the high cell
proliferation and thus chromatin condenssation in new born mice [34]. In additionn, a twoi performed between
b
the maales and the fem
males. A p-valuue of 0.04 suggests that
sample t-test is
there is no significant diffeerence in the laasing thresholdd between thesse two groups of mice,
her verified by the histogram in Fig. 3(d).
which is furth

Fig. 3.
3 Lasing propertiees of 1-month mice. a, Examples oof lasing spectra oof a normal colonn
tissue from a 1-month old
o mouse (initial stage) stained witth YOPRO (0.1 m
mM) under variouss
pump energy densities.. All curves are vertically
v
shifted for clarity. b, Speectrally integratedd
laser output as a functtion of pump eneergy density extraacted from the lasser spectra of thee
normaal colon tissue in a.
a The solid line is the linear fit aboove the lasing threeshold, which wass
11 μJ/mm2. Tissue thicckness = 10 μm. Cavity
C
length = 155 μm. Excitation w
wavelength = 4733
nm. c,
c Statistics of thee lasing threshold
d for cells in the normal colon tisssues stained withh
YOPR
RO from five 1-m
month old male miice (labeled as M11-M5) and five 1--month old femalee
mice (labeled as F1-F5)). Exemplary H&E
E images of male and female mousee colon tissues aree
provid
ded in the insets. d,
d Histogram of alll male/female norrmal colon cell lassing thresholds (N
N
= 100) extracted from c.

Next, we studied the laasing threshold
ds of normal c olon tissues frrom 40 15-moonth mice
nt dietary treaatments. Thesse 40 mice w
were classifiedd into 4
(adult mice) with differen
ow-fat male, lo
ow-fat female, high-fat malee, and high-fatt female mice, each of
subgroups, lo
which subgroups had 10 micce (see also Fig
g. 1(a)). Figuree 4(a) shows exxemplary lasinng spectra
t
under vaarious pump ennergy densities. For compariison, Fig.
from a low-faat male colon tissue
4(b) shows ex
xemplary lasin
ng spectra from
m a high-fat fem
male colon tisssue under varioous pump
energy densitties. The corressponding specttrally integrateed laser outputt as a function of pump
energy density extracted fro
om the lasing spectra
s
in Figss. 4(a) and 4(b)) is plotted in Fig. 4(c).
The solid lines are the lineear fit above the
t lasing threeshold, which is 40 and 14 μJ/mm2,
d at 30 μJ/mm
m2, we can cleaarly see that onnly the high-fa
fat female
respectively. When pumped
h
nucleic acids concentrrations (i.e., m
more gain from YOPRO)
tissue is able to lase due to higher
n
as preesented in Fig
g. 4(d). Compparison of the confocal fluoorescence
in the cell nucleus,
microscopic images
i
in Fig. 4(e) shows no
o significant ddifference betw
ween the low-ffat female
and high-fat male
m colon tisssues. In contraast, a clear diffference can be observed wheen viewed
under laser-em
mission imagees. In Fig. 4(ff) we further show represenntative lasing emission
images taken from the samee low-fat malee and high-fat ffemale colon ttissues when pumped at
N lasing emisssion is seen frrom the low-faat male colon tissues, whereeas strong
30 μJ/mm2. No
lasing emissio
on with a supeerior contrast against the surrrounding backgground is seen from the
cells in the high-fat
h
femalee colon tissue. When the pum
mp energy dennsity is increassed to 70
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μJ/mm2, multtiple lasing cellls can be seen
n for both low
w-fat male andd high-fat female colon
tissues in Fig
g. 4(g), but thee high-fat femaale tissue has m
more lasing ceells and strongger lasing
emission from
m each of thosee lasing cells.

Fig. 4.
4 Comparison of laser emissions between
b
low- andd high-fat inducedd colon tissues. a,,
Exam
mple of lasing specctra of a normal co
olon tissue from a 15-month old low
w-fat male mousee
staineed with YOPRO under
u
various pum
mp energy densitiess. b, Example of llasing spectra of a
normaal colon tissue fro
om a 15-month old
d female high-fat mouse stained wiith YOPRO underr
variou
us pump energy densities.
d
c, Specttrally integrated laaser output as a function of pumpp
energy
y density extracteed from the laser spectra in a and bb. The solid liness are the linear fitt
abovee the lasing threshold, which was 14
4 μJ/mm2 and 40 μJ/mm2 for the hiigh-fat mouse andd
low-faat mouse, respectively. Tissue thickness = 10 μm. C
Cavity length = 115 μm. Excitationn
wavellength = 473 nm. d,
d Direct comparisson of laser emissiion spectra of the ssame low-fat malee
(blue curve) and high-fat female (red cu
urve) colon tissuees used in c at fiixed pump energyy
densitty of 30 µJ/mm2. e,
e Representative fluorescence micrroscopic images oof colon cells from
m
the saame low-fat male (left
(
column) and high-fat
h
female (ri ght column) colonn tissues used in d.
f, Rep
presentative laserr emission imagess of colon cells from the same llow-fat male (left
ft
colum
mn) and high-fat female
f
(right colum
mn) mice used inn e when pumped at 30 µJ/mm2. g,,
Laser emission images of
o the same sets off cells in f when thhe pump energy deensity increased too
70 µJ//mm2. All scale baars, 20 μm.

In order to
o understand whether
w
high-faat diet plays a kkey role in the laser emissionns of both
genders, in Fiig. 5 we performed the lasin
ng thresholds oof colon tissues collected froom the 20
15-month maale mice. Figurre 5(a) shows the
t lasing threesholds of 10 iindividual low
w-fat male
mice where th
he lasing thresh
holds seem to have
h
a wide rannge of distribuution from 21 μ
μJ/mm2 to
2
197 μJ/mm . In comparison
n, Fig. 5(b) sho
ows the lasingg thresholds off 10 high-fat m
male mice
ge is narrowerr and lowered to 12 μJ/mm2 to 110 μJ/mm2 (most
whose lasing threshold rang
0 μJ/mm2). The histogram off all lasing thrresholds colleccted from
thresholds aree within 25-50
both low-fat and
a high-fat iss provided in Fig.
F 5(c) and thhe correspondiing Receiver O
Operating
Characteristiccs (ROC) curvee is given in th
he inset. The arrea under the R
ROC curve is oonly 0.71,
which indicates a low sensittivity and speciificity in termss of the dietaryy effect on malees. It may
be challenging to select a cu
ut-off value in the pump enerrgy density to clearly differeentiate the
h
males in such a casee. However, thhe box plots inn Fig. 5(d) baseed on the
low-fat and high-fat
results in Fig
gs. 5(a) and 5((b) indicate thaat there still exxists biologicaal significancee between
these two groups of micce since the p-value is leess than 10−33. In contrastt, neither
i Fig. 6 nor oour previous stuudies using steereoscope
immunohistollogy (IHC) ressults of Ki-67 in
show any sig
gnificance betw
ween low-fat an
nd high-fat maale colon tissuues [26]. Thereefore, the
lasing approaach may be ab
ble to detect eaarly changes ppreceding colonn polyps (coloon cancer
precursor lesiions) induced by a certain dietary
d
effect that may not be readily dettected by
conventional IHC or H&E methods.
m
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Fig. 5.
5 Assessment of the lasing thresh
hold of low-fat annd high-fat inducced male mice. a,,
Statisttics of the lasing threshold for cellls in individual low
w-fat male colon tissues (10 mice))
staineed with YOPRO. b,
b Statistics of the lasing threshold ffor cells in individdual high-fat malee
colon tissues (10 mice)) stained with YOPRO. c, Histogram
m of all low-fat/hhigh-fat cell lasingg
thresh
holds (N = 230) extracted from a and b. The insset is the correspponding Receiverr
Operaating Characteristiics (ROC) curve. The ROC curvee is plotted by uusing the differentt
excitaations (in units of µJ/mm2) as the cu
ut-off criterion. Thhe area under the ffitted curve is 0.711
and th
he sensitivity of 50
0% is obtained baased on the cut-offf criterion of 40 µJJ/mm2. d, Statisticc
compaarison of the lasiing threshold for all 230 cells exttracted from a annd b. The p-valuee
betweeen the two grou
ups is <10−3. Thee median is 54 and 40 µJ/mm2 for LF and HF,,
respecctively. All tissuess were 10 μm in th
hickness and were sandwiched in a 115 μm long cavity.
[YOP
PRO] = 0.1 mM forr all 20 mouse sam
mples.

Fig. 6.
6 a, Comparison of Ki-67 proliferaation biomarker eexpression among the low-fat male,
high-ffat male, low-fat female, and hig
gh-fat female grooups. In each grooup 5 mice weree
randomly selected and used nuclear algo
orithm to analyzee the Ki-67 expresssions. The Ki-677
expresssions were calcullated based on the percentage of 2 + and 3 + positive Ki-67 cells in thee
colon tissue section. Details
D
of the anaalyzing protocol ccan be found in the Experimentall
Sectio
on and Ref [28]. b, Exemplary IH
HC image of a hhigh-fat female m
mouse with Ki-677
expresssion shown in daark brown color. c,
c Exemplary IHC
C image of a low--fat female mousee
with Ki-67
K
expression shown
s
in dark brow
wn color. Scale baars, 100 µm.

The differrence between the low-fat an
nd high-fat beccomes even moore significant when we
move to the female
f
groups.. Similar to thee format used in Fig. 5, in F
Fig. 7(a) we prresent the
lasing thresho
olds of 10 low
w-fat female miice, whose lassing thresholdss have a widerr range of
distribution between
b
20 and
d 168 μJ/mm2. In particularr, we can obseerve that a few
w low-fat
females (e.g.,, L11 and L18) have relativ
vely low lasinng thresholds, which indicatte certain
abnormal chromatin activitiies. For compaarison, Fig. 7((b) shows the lasing thresholds of 10
high-fat femaale mice that arre much lower and narrowly distributed beetween 11 to 988 μJ/mm2
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(most are witthin 20-40 μJ/m
mm2). The histtogram of all llasing threshollds collected ffrom both
low-fat and hiigh-fat female groups is prov
vided in Fig. 7((c) with the corrresponding RO
OC curve
in the inset. The area undeer the ROC cu
urve is about 0.87. The cuttoff at 35 µJ/m
mm2 will
provide a sen
nsitivity of ~91% specificity
y of 60%. Thee cutoff at 45 µJ/mm2 will pprovide a
sensitivity of ~99% but a sp
pecificity of onlly 35%. In conntrast to the maale mice in Fig. 5, a cutd
to diffe
ferentiate low-ffat and high-fa
fat female
off pump eneergy density caan be easily defined
mice. Similarr results can be
b validated by
b using the bbox plots in F
Fig. 7(d), in w
which the
−3
calculated p-v
value is far lesss than 10 , showing
s
strongg biological significance bettween the
two groups in
n female mice. The above resu
ult suggests thaat high-fat diett may cause progressive
changes in ch
hromatin condeensations and higher
h
localizeed DNA conceentrations. Addditionally,
the IHC resu
ults in Fig. 6 show
s
that high
h-fat females possess higheer Ki-67 expreession (as
quantitated in
n Aslam et al. Ref. [35] than
n low-fat femaales, suggestingg that cell prooliferation
may be one of
o the factors fo
or low lasing thresholds
t
(seee more discussiions related to Fig. 10).
It is importan
nt to note that although
a
the saamples used inn Figs. 5 and 7 are regarded aas normal
by convention
nal examinatio
ons, our LEM
M results show otherwise. Paarticularly, thee high-fat
female group has significan
ntly low lasing
g thresholds inn most of the 110 mice. Thereefore, the
h
a higherr impact on tthe colon pollyp/tumor
results suggeest that high-ffat diet may have
progression an
nd LEM can be used to detecct abnormal pree-polyp nucleaar changes (seee also Fig.
8 for the statistical resultts combining both male aand female geenders). Note that we
olon samples to
t test LEM inn normal versuus tumor-bearinng tissues
investigated these murine co
without interrrogating furtherr why female mice
m got more tumors in respponse to the inggestion of
Western stylee diet, as it was not the goal of the study.

Fig. 7.
7 Assessment of the
t lasing thresho
old of low-fat andd high-fat induced female mouse. a,
Statisttics of the lasing threshold
t
for cellss in individual low
w-fat female colonn tissues (10 mice))
staineed with YOPRO. b,
b Statistics of the lasing
l
threshold foor cells in individuual high-fat femalee
colon tissues (10 mice) stained with YOPRO. The black triaangles above the 4 data sets indicatee
the 4 mice that had been identified with polyp
p
growth in otther parts of their colons (not in thee
parts used
u
in the current study). c, Histog
gram of all low-fatt/high-fat cell lasinng thresholds (N =
204) extracted
e
from a an
nd b. The inset is the correspondingg Receiver Operatiing Characteristicss
(ROC
C) curve. The ROC
C curve is plotted by
b using the differrent excitations (inn units of µJ/mm2)
as thee cut-off criterion. The area under the
t fitted curve iss 0.87 and the sennsitivity of 99% iss
obtain
ned based on the cut-off criterion of
o 45 µJ/mm2. d, Statistic compariison of the lasingg
thresh
hold for all 204 cells
c
extracted from
m a and b. The pp-value between tthe two groups iss
−
<<10−3
. The median is 41
4 and 24 µJ/mm2 for LF and HF, rrespectively. All tiissues were 10 μm
m
in thicckness and were sandwiched in a 15 μm long cavitty. [YOPRO] = 00.1 mM for all 200
mousee samples.
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Fig. 8. a, Histogram of all low-fat/high-fat cell lasing thresholds (N = 434) by combining the
results for males and females in Figs. 5(c) and 7(c). The inset is the corresponding Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve. The ROC curve is plotted by using the different
excitations (in units of µJ/mm2) as the cut-off criterion. The area under the fitted curve is 0.76
and the sensitivity of 70% is obtained based on the cut-off criterion of 40 µJ/mm2. b, Statistic
comparison of the lasing threshold for all 434 cells extracted from Figs. 5(a), 5(b), 7(a), and
7(b) by grouping the mice based on low-fat and high-fat treatment regardless of the gender.
The p-value between the two groups is <<10−3. All tissues were 10 μm in thickness and were
sandwiched in a 15 μm long cavity. [YOPRO] = 0.1 mM for all 40 mouse samples.

To validate the correlation between abnormal changes in the colonic mucosa (colonic
adenomas or polyps) and low lasing thresholds, we obtained the lasing thresholds from
another control experiment done on 5 FFPE tissue blocks (Ad1 to Ad5) with colon adenomas.
The five tissue samples were collected from 3-month old male mice treated with
azoxymethane and dextran sulfate sodium (AOM/DSS) to induce adenomas (see Section 2.1).
As shown in Fig. 9(a), we first investigated the lasing thresholds for the adenoma part of the
tissue, which is located around the center of each tissue section (about 2 mm in radius, as
shown in the inset). It is seen that the lasing thresholds are relatively low in most cases, with
an average between 25 μJ/mm2 to 45 μJ/mm2. In fact, the low lasing thresholds (and their
narrow distributions) are very similar to our earlier findings in Figs. 7(b), which attests to the
correlation between the abnormal change in chromatin and the low lasing threshold. Next, in
Fig. 9(b) we investigated the lasing thresholds for the normal part of the tissue (Ad-N1 to AdN5) located on the periphery of the same colonic tissue sections used in Fig. 9(a).
Interestingly, the lasing thresholds from those cells were even slightly lower than those from
adenoma, which suggests that the abnormal chromatin deregulation may still occur in the
normal tissue surrounding the colonic adenoma and can be detected by the lasing threshold
characterization with LEM (also recall the low lasing threshold observed in Fig. 7(b) from the
“normal” tissues of 4 mice - H11, H14, H17, and H20, which had been identified with polyp
growth in other parts of their colons).
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Fig. 9.
9 Assessment of th
he lasing threshold
d of adenomas andd adjacent tissues. a, Statistics of thee
lasing
g threshold for cellls in individual collon adenoma tissuues (5 3-month maale mice on regularr
diet, denoted
d
as Ad1 to Ad5) stained with
h YOPRO. The insset shows an exem
mplary H&E imagee
of collon tissue. The blue dotted circle (2 mm in radius)) indicates the arrea that has colonn
adeno
oma. b, Statistics of
o the lasing threshold for cells in tthe normal colon ttissues adjacent too
adeno
oma from the exacctly same tissue section
s
in a staineed with YOPRO ((Ad-N1 to Ad-N55
denotee the adjacent no
ormal tissues from
m Ad1 to Ad5 us ed in (a), respecttively). The blackk
arrow
ws in the inset H&E
E image show the adjacent
a
normal ti ssue used for meaasurements.

Finally, we
w demonstrateed the rapid sccreening capabbility of LEM
M by imaging tthe colon
tissues using a cut-off pum
mp energy density of 45 μJ/m
/mm2. The pum
mp energy dennsity was
and 8(a). In Figgs. 10(a) and 10(b) we
chosen based on the ROC curves in Figss. 5(c), 7(c), an
present the laarge-scale LEM
M images of lo
ow-fat and higgh-fat males, w
which are overrlaid with
the correspon
nding brightfieeld images. We
W can barely see any lasinng cells in Fiig. 10(a),
meaning that the lasing threeshold of mosst cells is well above 45 μJ/m
mm2 for low-ffat males.
However, in Fig. 10(b) we see a significant number off lasing cells aacross the whoole tissue,
uced cells havee much lower llasing thresholdds than low-fat. Next in
suggesting thaat high-fat indu
Figs. 10(c) an
nd 10(d) we preesent the large-scale LEM im
mages of low-fa
fat and high-fatt females,
which are oveerlaid with the corresponding
g brightfield im
mages. A few llasing cells cann be seen
in the low-faat female (Fig
g. 10(c)), whicch may indicaate early deveelopment of cchromatin
deregulation in
i the cells (despite low-fat diet).
d
In contrasst, as shown inn Fig. 10(d), thee high-fat
female colon tissue has a co
onsiderably hig
gher number oof lasing cells ddistributed in tthe whole
op of the cryptts), showing ann even worse cchromatin
colon tissue (at both the botttom and the to
s
This finding in fem
males agrees weell with the ressults in Fig. 7 tthat highderegulation scenario.
fat females haave much loweer lasing thresh
holds than low
w-fat females. T
To demonstratee that this
is a common feature in thee high-fat femaale colons, we provide in Fig. 10(e) an evven larger
mage of the enttire colon tissu
ue from anotheer high-fat fem
male. The correesponding
scale LEM im
Ki-67 IHC im
mage is also provided
p
for direct
d
comparisson. It is obviious that high intensity
lasing cells can be detected
d nearly every
ywhere along th
the whole coloon tissue, impllying that
matin deregulaation may occcur globally inn high-fat fem
male colon tissues. In
higher chrom
addition, whille Ki-67 has higher
h
activitiess at the bottom
m (proliferativee zones) than aat the top
of the crypts, the lasing cellls distribute mo
ore or less equually at both the bottom and tthe top of
the crypts accross the wholle colon tissuee. This relativvely poor corrrelation between Ki-67
expression an
nd the cell lasin
ng suggests thaat the lasing chharacteristics m
may reflect nott only the
cell proliferattion, but also the
t number of DNA copies aand chromatin condensation,, etc. in a
cell. Once agaain, as control in Fig. 11 we present the lasser-emission im
maging of the adenoma
(Ad3) and its adjacent norrmal tissue (A
Ad-N3) used iin Fig. 9. Wee can comprehhend that
w as the adjjacent normal tissues all havve significant aamounts of lassing cells
adenoma as well
under the sam
me pump enerrgy density of 45 μJ/mm2. S
Such highly acctive, abnormaal nuclear
changes in normal cells arre critical indiicators for earrly developmeent of colon aadenomas
e
tumors.
(polyps) and even
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4. Discussion
In this work, we proposed a concept of using laser emission microscopy to investigate the
chromatin laser emissions of normal colon tissue from the young, 1-month old mice and
compared with older 15-month old mice. As the mice grew older and were exposed to
different dietary interventions, the precursor of a colon polyp may gradually transform at the
biomolecular (chromatin) level in the cell nucleus. Without the ability to detect such early
changes, a colon polyp may emerge and may eventually turn into an invasive cancer. Given
the fact that both male and female mice were treated with either low-fat or high-fat diet, all
the examined colon tissues were regarded as normal tissues by conventional microscope.
However, we surprisingly found that colonic tissues from high-fat diet induced mice have
lower lasing thresholds in both females and males as compared to corresponding low-fat mice
regardless of the emergence of colon polyps at 15 months. This interesting finding implies
that conventional methods may not be sufficient to detect pre-tumor lesions that are still under
development at a very early stage. That is, the high-fat diet may alter, accelerate the
chromatin deregulations in the cell nucleus at a very early stage, well before polyps or
abnormal growth occurs, and it may have higher impact than we have previously thought.
Therefore, LEM simply stands out as a potential technology to reveal the hidden DNA
(chromatin) signatures during such a pre-tumor development stage. Our study goals for this
paper were achieved as LEM can clearly differentiate between normal and pre-cancerous
colonic tissues in mice. Now the question is, will these findings hold in human colon samples
to get the same results? We can predict based on our previous studies in human samples,
including lung and colon cancer [2,3], that we should be able to pick up abnormal chromatin
changes in the nuclei as we detected here in mice. Certainly, additional human studies are
required to test the LEM technology before we can make use of it in any preclinical or
clinical settings.
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Fig. 10.
1 Laser-emission
n imaging of micee colon tissues. a , Representative llow-fat male laserr
emission image (bottom
m) that is overlaid
d with the correspponding brightfielld image (top). b,
mission image (b ottom) that is ooverlaid with thee
Repreesentative high-faat male laser em
corressponding brightfieeld image (top). c,, Representative loow-fat female laseer emission imagee
(botto
om) that is overlaaid with the correesponding brightfiield image (top). d, Representativee
high-ffat laser emission
n image (bottom) that is overlaid with the correspoonding brightfieldd
imagee (top). e, IHC miicroscopic image of a high-fat femaale colon tissue laabeled with Ki-677
biomaarker (top image). The corresponding
g laser emission im
mage (large scale sscanning) overlaidd
with the
t corresponding brightfield image is shown in the boottom image. The tissues for the topp
imagee and the bottom im
mage were sliced from the same FF
FPE block. The tottal area is 3 mm x
0.5 mm.
m All images weere scanned and measured
m
under a ppump energy denssity of 45 µJ/mm2.
All sccale bars, 100 µm. The estimated number of lasing cellls for images in a,,b,c,d, and e are 4,
45, 16
6, 64, and 125, resspectively. Note th
hat the brightfieldd images appear too be red since theyy
were taken
t
through the mirror that blocks the green light.

The new information
i
maay warrant thatt LEM would bbe of great siggnificance to exxpand the
applications in early cancerr diagnosis. Heere we bring up a few possibbilities for the observed
low lasing thrresholds of laseer emission. High cell prolifeeration may bee a key factor. A
Although
it is a well-k
known fact that high-fat dieet will inducee proliferation,, with high am
mount of
positive Ki-67
7 expressions, our LEM resu
ults in Fig. 10 apparently shhow that the loocation of
lasing cells is not only in the base of crypts of the ccolon where K
Ki-67 is darklyy stained.
while highly coompacted
Second, chromatin deregulation may be another domiinant factor w
w form durin
ng high DNA replication in the cell cyclee. Recently, it has also
chromatins will
become clear that the deregu
ulation of chro
omatin structuree plays an impportant role in nnumerous
7].
cancers [36,37
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Fig. 11. a, (Left) Repreesentative laser em
mission image of aan adenoma tissuee overlaid with thee
corressponding brightfiield image. (Rig
ght) The laser eemission image alone. b, (Left))
Repreesentative laser em
mission image of a normal tissue adjjacent to adenomaa overlaid with thee
corressponding brightfieeld image. (Right)) The laser emissiion image alone. The LEM imagess
were scanned
s
and measu
ured under a pump
p energy density oof 45 µJ/mm2. Scalle bars, 200 µm.

Numerouss studies inclu
uding ours hav
ve demonstrateed that high-faat diet alone ccan cause
colon tumorig
genesis when mice
m are fed wiith a high-fat ddiet over their life-span [25,226,38,39].
Therefore, thiis mouse model was ideal to
o test the lasinng threshold appproach to dettect early
changes in the
t
colonic tiissues of at-rrisk mice. Forr a better unnderstanding oof lasing
mechanisms in fat-diet collon tissues, it is necessary to evaluate L
LEM images w
with IHC
n, and apoptossis in the futurre. In order to translate
biomarkers off proliferation,, differentiation
the findings in
n such a roden
nt model to a human
h
model aand compare thhe LEM resultss with the
changes in the possible biom
markers of colonic tissues off the subjects aat risk for coloon cancer,
we will not only validate the LEM tecchnology for early cancer diagnosis, butt find an
pplication by providing
p
an ad
dditional and cconvenient diaagnostic tool too identify
immediate ap
early changess in the colonicc biopsies and to predict a fuuture lesion in the colon thatt can turn
into a colon
nic polyp if left
l
alone. Th
his tool can ccomplement bby supporting existing
surveillance methods and assist by teesting colonicc tissues takeen out duringg routine
colonoscopy. Additionally, we envision that this workk will extensivve applicationss of laser
w
used in ffor early tumoor detection in a clinical
emission baseed microscopy that can be widely
setting, as weell as fundamen
ntal biological and biomediccal research to detect early chhanges in
the nuclei forr better underrstanding at th
he biomoleculaar level regardding how coloon cancer
evolves.
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